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better to
travel than
to arrive
"
The editor contemplates the summit.

T

hey say that life is a journey. And that’s our theme in this

At ASPAC, we believe that enlightened living is a mix of mind and

issue of Haute — we are all cosmic travellers in a small slice

body — a sensory and reflective experience, inextricably combined.

of space time, with a limited number of people to meet and

I hope that we can help you discover what home means to you by

places to be along the way. This is a precious journey and, for me, it

taking a journey into the mental universe of entrepreneurs, artists

means being kind to ourselves as well as to our fellow travellers.

and healers of all kinds, here in Vancouver and around the world.

On the subject of mental, physical and spiritual wellbeing, I’d love

I want my companions on my own journey to be Adventure,

to hear what readers think about the concept of Healing Hotels

Happiness, Fun, Excitement and maybe occasional Blood and Tears.

which we have featured. The founders’ approach to hospitality puts

I think it was Hunter S. Thompson, channelling Confucius, who

immersive wellness at the centre of everything they do — and I, for

so wisely stated: Life should not be a journey to the grave with the

one, am all in.

intention of arriving safely in a pretty and well-preserved body, but
rather to skid in broadside in a cloud of smoke, thoroughly used up,

There’s also something very energizing about beautiful locations,

totally worn out, and loudly proclaiming “Wow! What a Ride!”

such as St Moritz, Paris, Milan and NYC which we visit on tours of
palatial hotels and cocktail-infused destinations. Or perhaps the

Bon voyage, wherever your journey takes you.

perfume capital of the world in Grasse can transport us through

R yan

scent? The great outdoors is good for the soul as well, so we’ve made
our way to the mountaintop with Whitecap Alpine, and with two
downhillers to the Olympian heights of Yanqing.

Ryan Laurin

Elsewhere, we’re investigating the psychic impact of beautiful,

Editor-in-chief

handmade objects with ceramicist Michelle Grimm and artist
Roberto Sironi. I’ve also picked out some of my cherished design

@lightninglaurin

icons in Objects of Desire.

ASPAC.CA/HAUTE
Look on our website for bonus articles.
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A Very Drinkable
Geography Lesson
Soon it’ll be wheels up and we will all be taking to the skies again.
And what better way to plan your next worldwide excursion than
over cocktails. Here’s what we can learn by opening a few wellchosen bottles.
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The Knickerbocker Hotel, Times Square, NYC.
Photo Credit: Alec Favale unsplash.com/@alecfavale

The famous Road Hole Bar overlooks the world’s oldest golf course.
Photo Credit: Kohler & Co

theknickerbocker.com

oldcoursehotel.co.uk/dining/road-hole-bar
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Whisky Mac .x Road Hole Bar

nyc

.

Martini x The Knickerbocker
They say that success has many parents — and that is surely true for

Scotland and golf go together like whisky and water, so where better

the classic Martini, a.k.a. the King of Cocktails. Many cities claim to

to imbibe the archetypical Scotch snifter than the Old Course at St

have invented this elegant mix of gin and vermouth, including San

Andrews? Just at the 17th hole to be precise, in the Road Hole Bar.

Francisco and tiny Martinez CA, in the days of the Gold Rush. We

Within, you will be confronted by a choice of 266 whiskies. Almost

favour downtown New York, specifically The Knickerbocker Hotel.

all of them can be combined with ginger wine to produce the
Whisky Mac and, if the weather is inclement, you can add a dash of

At The Knickerbocker, you’ll have to reckon with both sweet and dry

hot water to create a toddy.

vermouth, the legacy of France and Italy respectively, in one glass.

HOW TO MAKE A WHISKY MAC X ROYAL & ANCIENT

HOW TO MAKE A KNICKERBOCKER MARTINI

11/2 ounces Glenmorangie Quinta Ruban 14 y/o single malt

2 ounces Tanqueray No. 10

One ounce green ginger wine

¾ ounce of dry vermouth

Serve over ice with a scroll of fresh ginger.

½ ounce of sweet vermouth

The Whisky Mac is devilishly simple. The special ingredient is

A dash of orange and citrus bitters.

green ginger wine. Some swear by Stone’s but the authentic Scottish

Shake and serve in a chilled, stemmed glass with a garnish of lemon.

flavour belongs to Crabbie’s, a tincture brewed in Leith, Edinburgh.

*Copyright Charlie Palmer, headman at The Knick

You can use blended Scotch but the Quinta Ruban’s 14 years in
bourbon and port casks makes for an exquisitely refined Mac.

A Knickerbocker bartender named Martini di Arma di Taggia
is said to have shaken the first Martini for moneyman John D.

Back in the days of the British Empire, Scottish soldiers found

Rockefeller in 1906. Remember, a Martini contains gin but it’s

themselves posted all around the world, from Canada to India,

not all about the gin; back in Rockefeller’s day it was a 1:1 mix.

Hong Kong to South Africa. Unsurprisingly, they often hankered

Tanqueray is preferred because its simple four botanicals gives a

for a taste of home that would also settle their stomachs with

pure citrus and juniper. Don’t stint on the vermouth ... it’s got to be

some medicinal ginger. The Whisky Mac honours Major General

Noilly Prat from Southern France.

‘Fighting Mac’ Macdonald.
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Camparino in Galleria, Milan.
Photo Credit: Luca Bravo unsplash.com/@lucabravo

The original Raffles Hotel in downtown Singapore.
Photo Credit: bady abbas unsplash.com/@bady

camparino.com

raffles.com/singapore/

4
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.
Negroni x Camparino

.

singapore

Singapore Sling x Raffles Bar

The Negroni is all about the aperitivo Campari, invented by

Sipping a Sling in the Long Bar at Raffles, one can imagine the

Gaspare Campari in 1860. This mysterious concoction is reputed to

scene in 1902 when a tiger snuck in and was cornered under the

contain 80 herbs and spices, as well as orange and rhubarb.

billiards table, where it was shot. Such are the tales that add a dash
of romance to this beloved and exotic tall cocktail, along with the

For us, the headwater of the Negroni is Camparino, an Art Nouveau

Angostura. Mythology tells us that Hainanese-Chinese bar captain

hideaway opposite the Duomo in Milan, Italy. Founded in 1915 by

Ngiam Tong Boon composed the recipe while serving a customer;

Gaspare’s son Davide, this is the bar that was made for one of the

Raffles claims to have the original napkin inscribed with the recipe

most iconic cocktails, rather than the other way around.

in its safe. We like the version proposed by mixologist Gary Regan.

HOW TO MAKE A NEGRONI ALLA CAMPARINO

HOW TO MAKE A SINGAPORE SLING X RAFFLES

One jigger Campari

1 ounce of Beefeater gin

One jigger 1757 Vermouth di Torino Rosso

1/2 ounce Cherry Heering

One jigger Bulldog Dry Gin

2 ounces fresh pineapple Juice
1/2 ounce fresh lime Juice

Invented by the eponymous Count in 1919, the classic Negroni

1/4 ounce Cointreau

infuses the crisp bittersweets of Campari into the joyful nosegay of

1/4 ounce Benedictine

gin and smooth vermouth. Serve over ice with a garnish of orange.

One or two dashes of Angostura bitters

The Count was returning from his first trip to London where he
enjoyed English-style gin which is why this recipe favours Bulldog’s

Shake and strain into an ice-filled Collins, garnish with a Maraschino

sharp, dry distillation of juniper, poppy seed and Dragon’s Eye, the

cherry and a wedge of pineapple, and top with club soda.

aphrodisiac Chinese fruit.

The Singapore Sling was originally destined for genteel ladies to
sip in the heat of the evening. Eventually, everyone wanted one —
and everyone included Rudyard Kipling, Charlie Chaplin, Ernest
Hemingway, Somerset Maugham, and Elizabeth Taylor. Now the
bar is a tourist trap ... but you still need to go! Raffles was declared
a National Monument by the government of Singapore in 1987,

A JIGGER IS EQUAL
TO 1.5 FLUID OUNCES

largely due to the Sling.
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Bob’s Bar, The Brando, Tetiaroa.
Photo Credit: Pacific Beachcomber

thebrando.com

We owe a debut to The Joy of Mixology by the
late Gary ‘Gaz’ Regan, for keeping us straight on
our recipes. Every home should have a copy of
this book.
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Mai Tai x Bob’s Bar
(Recipe by Florian Rougeoreille, Chef des bars)
It’s a long, long flight to Tahiti no matter where you start. Out in

The Mai Tai is inspired by Tiki culture but doesn’t originate in

the middle of the South Pacific, these tiny islands live large in our

Tahiti; it’s rooted in traditional Caribbean distillation. It is probably

imagination as the ultimate beach paradise. What’s more, they

the invention of 'Trader Vic' Bergeron. Back in 1944, experimenting

inspired Tiki cocktail culture and the inevitable Mai Tai — sunset

with daiquiris, Trader Vic was struck by the funky flavours of

in a glass. We suggest going a little further to an island that Marlon

overproof Jamaican rum — pineapple, banana, fresh cake — that

Brando called his own. Sip your Mai Tai where Bob’s Bar is named

develop in so-called ‘muck pits’. At more than 50% ABV, it’s powerful

after Brando’s longtime factotum, at The Brando Hotel on the

stuff! Combined with the almond of the orgeat, the Mai Tai

luxury desert island of Tetiaroa.

conjured a tropical garden. Floating dark rum on top of white, Vic

HOW TO MAKE A MAI TAI X BOB’S BAR

1 ounce Trois Rivières 55° white agricole rum
²/³ ounce Plantation Original Dark rum
¹/³ ounce Myer’s Dark Jamaican rum

½ ounce Pierre Ferrand Ancienne Méthode Dry Curacao
²/³ ounce fresh lime juice

²/³ ounce Giffard orgeat syrup.
Shake everything except the dark rum with crushed ice and pour in
a double old-fashioned glass. Float the dark rum on top. Serve with
a bouquet of mint.

WORDS

@yyc_paragraphica
MARY GREENSHIELDS-SMITH

saw a sunset and the Mai Tai was ready to rise. But not until friends
from Tahiti had declared the blend to be ‘mai tai-roa ae’ — out of
this world, the best!

jadecollection.ca

JADE GREEN
FOR ENVY.
E BUILDING
1ST FLOOR

PEARSON WAY

SUITE 107
STRATA LOT #151
1710 SF

1ST & 2ND FLOOR

PEARSON WAY

6688
PEARSON
WAY

The Jade Collection of move-in ready homes are in short
supply. Only four remain — the most enviable homes at 2
River Green with huge terraces, complimentary car parking
and that waterfront outlook. You’ll want to move fast. And
with an $80,000 one-time decorating allowance, you’ll make
friends and family jade green with jealousy.

C

TOWER

6622
PEARSON
WAY

1ST FLOOR

SUITE 106
STRATA LOT #6
1420 SF

E

TOWER
RIVER ROAD

6688
PEARSON
WAY

SUITE 903
STRATA LOT #245
1280 SF

INITIALS

102 & 107 2RG: 1710 sq ft, two magnificent
2-level, 3-bed, 3.5-bathroom townhouses

PEARSON WAY

9TH FLOOR

INITIALS

INITIALS

In a continuing effort to meet the challenge of product improvement, the developer reserves the right to modify or change plans and
specifications without notice. All dimensions and sizes are approximate. Refer to disclosure statement for specific details. E. & O. E.

E BUILDING
7-9TH FLOOR

PEARSON WAY

HOLLYBRIDGE WAY

E

TOWER

The Jade Collection means you can move — fast.

In a continuing effort to meet the challenge of product improvement, the developer reserves the right to modify or change plans and
specifications without notice. All dimensions and sizes are approximate. Refer to disclosure statement for specific details. E. & O. E.

106 2RG: 1420 sq ft, perfectly proportioned,
2-level, 2.5-bed, 2.5-bathroom townhouse

Move-In Ready.
Immediate Occupancy.

In a continuing effort to meet the challenge of product improvement, the developer reserves the right to modify or change plans and
specifications without notice. All dimensions and sizes are approximate. Refer to disclosure statement for specific details. E. & O. E.

903 2RG: 1280 sq ft of light-filled open plan
with full-width deck, 2.5 beds, 2.5 bathrooms

Michelle Grimm on the steps of her studio. Photo Credit: Jarusha Brown

ART & DESIGN

“CLAY IS A TEACHER,”
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THE
CURVES OF
CREATIVITY
Happy accidents in clay
Life isn’t predictable. There’s no telling where our years will take us

Michelle spent a decade working as a Ready-to-Wear Specialist for

— no matter how resolute our dreams or plans. But when we stand

Marc Jacobs and Balenciaga, while styling hair for photoshoots and

still and look back, we can see exactly how and why our journeys

fashion shows on the side. In the latter, she used her hands like

twisted and turned the way they did.

a sculptor, playing with textures, lines, shapes, and volumes — a
precursor for what would come later.

Such is the case for Michelle Grimm, a Vancouver creative and artist.

When she met Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster, an artist who has

Today, Michelle works with clay, shaping Rubenesque vases and

worked in landscaping, design, and writing, Michelle realized how

other vessels from her rural studio in Langley, BC. With deer grazing

fluid creativity could be — how one could transition through

along the banks of a nearby stream, the peaceful scene is a far cry

different mediums. It was time for a shift.

from the design worlds she travelled through to arrive here.

Inspired by architectural fashion silhouettes and experiential retail

Growing up in Baltimore, Maryland, Michelle’s teenage imagination

spaces, her creative focus leapt from fashion to architecture. She

was watered with a subscription to W Magazine, which exposed

moved to Vancouver, where she studied interior design; then spent

her to theatrical wardrobes, visual narratives, and powerful female

five years in Sydney, Australia, designing spatial narratives

figures. She saw that life was much larger than her little world of

for restaurants.

figure drawing and painting. And she made her way to New York
City as soon as possible.

Small soda fired vase. Photo Credit: Jeremy Wong

But something was missing… she wasn’t working with her hands.

Michelle works with the clay through every step of the process. Photo Credit: Jarusha Brown
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Firing up the homemade Raku kiln — a repurposed oil drum. Photo Credit: Jarusha Brown

Unglazed soda fired vase showcases the flame path.
Photo Credit: Jeremy Wong

“IT PUTS MY
EGO IN CHECK
AND SHOWS ME
HUMILITY AND
PATIENCE.”

By happenstance, Michelle took a pottery workshop, and knew the
moment she touched the clay that she was home.
The earthy substance has shaped cultures around the world
for thousands of years. While it’s in our DNA, it’s a challenging
alchemical artform to master as so many elements conspire in its
creation: touch, water, glazes, and heat.
Now back in Vancouver, working solely on her ceramics, Michelle
has experimented with various firing techniques but finds herself
particularly attracted to the Western style of Japan’s Raku, where
pieces are fired at temperatures of 1,850°F before being placed in a
container with combustible materials. They are then plunged into
water to create a thermal shock and crackling effect.
Michelle strives for perfection in form — minimal and feminine,
reminiscent of her figure drawings — since surface results are

Raku translates to “happiness in the accident” — a phrase that

unpredictable once the clay meets fire.

fittingly applies to Michelle’s serendipitous creative journey.
“Clay is a teacher,” Michelle says. “It puts my ego in check and
shows me humility and patience.” She throws her own feeling into

Find Michelle Grimm’s work on Instagram at @the_mgrimm,

the clay as she works it intuitively on the wheel — sometimes tears

or @provide_home.

are baked into the pieces.

WORDS

@sandraoco
SANDRA O’CONNELL

Sandra’s curiosity for people, places, and stories led to her
decade-long career as a writer. Based in Vancouver, she stays
busy as a freelance copywriter, and penning screenplays and
a novella. She spends all her money in used bookshops.
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Raku is fired around 1800 degrees F then plunged into water. The thermal shock makes the signature crackling. Photo Credit: Jeremy Wong

“HAPPINESS IN
THE ACCIDENT”

Photo Credit: Jarusha Brown
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CULTURE

REFLECT ON
LIVED LIVES
There has never
been a better
time than now, in
a changed world,
to step into a
personal story.

W

hile it’s possible to experience new perspectives when
reading fiction, the truth that seeps from memoirs
adds a thick layer of inspiration, awe, or compassion.

Memoirs offer a glimpse inside another life’s journey, a life that’s
often very different to ours. But amongst these many differences,
there’s also relatability. We are each simply human, after all.
Open one of these classic or contemporary, raw or uplifting memoirs.
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A History of My Brief Body by Billy-

You may have heard of photographer Sally

A rich story of New Orleans is told through

Ray Belcourt is an intimate look at queer

Mann — the haunting black-and-white

the eyes of a house in Sarah M. Broom’s

Indigenous life. As the youngest winner of

portraits of her children have been a

The Yellow House. Home to her enormous

the Griffin Poetry Prize, Belcourt’s prose

topic of controversy since the 1990s. Her

family, including 11 siblings, she unveils

is unsurprisingly poetic as it traces his

memoir, Hold Still, puts these images into

layer upon layer of living until the house’s

struggles with sexuality and race in Canada.

context with her thoughts on motherhood.

demise when Hurricane Katrina struck in

There’s a hint of the book’s tender contents

A dramatic narrative of her family’s

2005. It’s not only a book about familial

on the back cover, which reads in bold,

scandalous history in the American South

love; it’s about the evolution of a city, and

“To love someone is firstly to confess: I’m

is a chilling bonus.

displacement in the aftermath of disaster.

Safe to say, no memoir so lyrically captures

In a collection of personal essays,

Explore Scotland’s stunning geography in

1960s New York City as Just Kids by Patti

Minor Feelings: An Asian American

Nan Shepherd’s The Living Mountain,

Smith. The musician, poet and author

Reckoning, poet Cathy Park Hong

a memoir written in the 1940s and finally

details her early career and relationship

examines her experience as an Asian

published in 1977. The iridescent narrative

with artist Robert Mapplethorpe against

American. She opens the door to the

magically describes the writer, poet, and

the bohemian backdrop of Greenwich

realities, perceptions, and distortions of

lecturer’s experiences traversing the

Village. The book reveals an enlightened

the country’s immigrant landscape with

Cairngorm mountains. An astute observer,

awareness of self, and lays bare the beauty

humour and sincerity. All the while, she

Shepherd meditates on nature, presence,

that arises from art, collaboration, and love.

calls herself an unreliable narrator without

and solitude.

prepared to be devastated by you.”

the authority to write such a book — don’t
believe it.

WORDS

@sandraoco
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SANDRA O’CONNELL

ART & DESIGN

Roberto Sironi, Photo Credit Federico Villa

Encoded Symbols
Time travel with artist and designer Roberto Sironi
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D

intriguing story giving it meaning. We rely on furnishings,

WHAT DREW YOU TO ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENTS FROM THE
MEDITERRANEAN?

collectibles, and keepsakes to remind us of our

Archaeology has always interested me. I am fascinated by the ruins

o you have a beloved object at home? Likely, it has an

personal histories — the continuity of our lives. Roberto Sironi’s

created in different eras by painters, illustrators and explorers. On the

latest RUINS series embodies world history, capturing ancient

other hand, I am interested in studying different architectural models

archaeology and classical architecture in domestic objects.

that have characterized the history of humanity.

Artist Roberto Sironi spent four years studying and researching

I am Italian so the Mediterranean is my roots and my culture, and

significant sites around the Mediterranean for his ‘Encoded

the aesthetic principles and canons that I have brought back to

Symbols’ project. Inspired by nine ancient fragments, his

RUINS are those that surround me every day as an inexhaustible

collection transcends time. We met Sironi to learn more about his

source of inspiration.

design process and inspiration.

CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT THE MATERIALS YOU CHOOSE?

I mainly used lost-wax cast bronze* and Marmo di Rima. These
materials do not correspond to the original architecture but rather
become functional to the post-archaeological message conveyed by
the series.
The industrial archaeology is transposed into bronze, while those
referencing classical archaeology are made of Marmo di Rima, a
craft technique created in Italy in the mid-nineteenth century to
imitate natural marble. I also used industrial glass sheets in some
pieces to reference cast-iron architecture. The glass I used results
from my study of out-of-production colours, dating back to the
second half of the 1900s.

The Turin Table
One can only imagine the amount of time it took to create the
natural patina on the Turin Table
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A glimpse of the process of Roberto Sironi creating the materials
used in the RUINS series

BENCHES, CHAIRS, TABLES, AND MIRRORS; WHAT WAS YOUR PROCESS
TO DECIDE FORM AND FUNCTION?

The design choices are the result of research and process and my
intuition of the moment.
For example, when I visited the classical Greek site of Delphi, I
was struck by the circular plan of the Temple of Athena and by the
remains of the fluted columns found in the archaeological site. At
that moment, I felt the urgency to transpose that discovery into
volume and matter, and I designed the Delphi Chair, which is the

The Hubert Mirror is the result of Roberto Sironi’s study of
eighteenth-century romantic paintings

superposition of two fragments of a circular section column. The
same thing happened with the Hubert Mirror, where my analysis of
romantic paintings from the eighteenth century inspired the idea
to develop a piece of wall artwork that expressed the sense of ruins.
Each of the nine pieces of the collection has its own history made

ABOUT ROBERTO SIRONI

up of research and insights.
WHAT EMOTIONS AND CONNECTIONS ARE YOU HOPING TO EVOKE?

Roberto Sironi is a research designer who lives and works
in Milan. He investigates the ecological and cultural
impact of materials, and he investigates them through
an anthropological approach to history, geography and
archaeology.

My work always aims to create a narrative through matter, which
is therefore always materia informante (informative matter). I aim
to create projects and objects with precise characteristics that
continuously feed users’ thoughts and emotions.

Sironi is both artist and craftsman, aiming to create concepts
and artifacts that reveal the complexities and values of
matter, interpreted as a narrative. He works with renowned
institutions and galleries in solo and group exhibitions,
and he has been published globally and received numerous
international awards.

I think RUINS can transport the end-user into a dream dimension
through domestic micro-architectures where historico-temporal
boundaries are blurred. The extinct decorative techniques of the
Marmo di Rima meet contemporary bronze sculptures to create
new post-archaeological ruins.

Since 2014, he has combined his practise with teaching and
research at the Design Department of Politecnico di Milano,
where his studies focus on the relationship between design
and new technologies.

This interview has been edited and condensed for clarity.
Photo Credit: Carwan Gallery

@carwangallery
*A process where molten wax is poured into a mold created by a wax model.
When the mold is complete, the wax model is melted and drained away.

WORDS

@pendulummagazine
FLORENCE LEUNG
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The Delphi Chair was inspired by the circular plan of the Temple of Athena

A detail of the Hubert Mirror showing the intricacy of the cast bronze and Marmo di Rima
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ESCAPES

IF IT’S A TRULY
HAUTE HOTEL,
IT’S A PALACE.
From St Moritz to
Paris, we meet
two aristocrats
of travel

A

s we journey around the world, we see that today’s
knowledgeable travellers are rediscovering the exceptional
personal service that was once the mark of true hospitality.

As travel restrictions are eased, we’re revisiting two hotels that
remember why we want to leave home — they’re putting the haute
back into ‘hotel’.
Let’s start at the top … the mountain top, with a fairytale in stone
that is 1830m above sea level in the oh-so Swiss resort of St Moritz.
Behold, Badrutt’s Palace, a wonderland in winter and summer.

Beauty is frozen at Badrutt’s Palace in the Engadin Valley. Photo Credit: Badrutt’s Palace
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paris
st moritz
x

Hotel Plaza Athénée, Paris dining room. Photo Credit: Dorchester Collection

Rooms and Suites, Badrutt’s Palace Hotel. Photo Credit: Badrutt’s Palace
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badrutt s palace
'

THE WINTER (AND SUMMER) PALACE

Badrutt’s is a miracle of efficiency. Nine restaurants, three bars, and

From an Alpine palace, we travelled to a palace of haute couture in

157 guest rooms are tended by a small Swiss army of staff: 280 in

Paris. The Hotel Plaza Athénée is tailor-made for the connoisseur of

summer, growing to a staggering 520 when the snow starts to fall.

classic style on the city’s most chic street. The hotel has had a long

Almost every window looks onto the beauties of the Engadin Valley,

love affair with the greatest fashion houses — a passion that

with towering Swiss Alps, quaint rooftops and green meadows that

is reciprocated.

transform into glittering ski runs. Jaws have been dropping here
since 1896 but rest assured that there is always a member of staff
on hand to stop your jaw from hitting the floor …

Le Grand Hall, Badrutt’s Palace Hotel. Photo Credit: Badrutt’s Palace

Situated in that special corner of Europe that’s German and Italian
by geography, French by inclination, and English through the Cresta
Run, Badrutt’s does not disappoint palatial palates: three-star
chef Andreas Caminada’s 17 Gault-Millau points inspire IGNIV,
which won its second Michelin star in 2020; Le Grand Hall serves
traditional afternoon tea with world-class patisserie accompanied
by piano music.
For haute cuisine, candlelight, white tablecloths, crystal chandeliers
and floor-to-ceiling windows, Le Restaurant flies the flag for France.
While La Coupole — helmed by star chef Nobuyuki Matsuhisa —
serves up an imaginative fusion of Japan and Peru.
What sets Badrutt’s above everywhere else in the Alps is its nothingis-too-much-trouble service. After all, this is the kind of palace where
when a guest wanted an elephant to hand over a birthday gift to his
spouse, they quietly and efficiently found an elephant.

Palace Wellness Infinity Pool, Badrutt’s Palace Hotel
Photo Credit: Badrutt’s Palace
Badrutt’s Palace Hotel at Corviglia. Photo Credit: Badrutt’s Palace
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hotel plaza athenee

The Bar jacket, part of the iconic Bar
suit 1947, takes its name from the bar at
the Plaza Athénée, Dior’s haunt in Paris.
Photo Credit: Dior Press

The Dior Institut at the Plaza Athénée. Photo Credit: Dorchester Collection

French couturier, Christian Dior, circa 1950s
Photo Credit: Dior Press

J’ADORE DIOR

“PALACE” IS WHAT
WE ARE, AND
“OF TOMORROW”
IS ABOUT
EVERYTHING
WE DO.

When Christian Dior opened his first boutique in 1946, it had to
be on Avenue Montaigne, as a neighbour of his favourite hotel —
the Plaza Athénée. He was so enamoured of the elegant guests who
stayed here that he called some of his first collections Plaza and
Athénée, and the hotel even inspired the legendary Dior Bar suit.
Today, the Dior connection makes a stay here as unforgettable as its
views of the Eiffel Tower. The Dior Institut is decorated with fashion
sketches by the great man, as well as photos of his fashion shoots at
the hotel. Here you can experience haute couture-inspired facials,
microdermabrasion, body treatments and mani-pedi. To paraphrase
Dior, this is where beauty and happiness go together.
The epitome of Haute Paris is the Haute Couture Eiffel Suite,
dedicated to Dior. Signature grey and pink pay homage to Dior,
along with refinements like a vintage mannequin, Dior books, and
the maestro’s favourite chocolates.
General Manager Francois Delahaye puts it nicely:
is what we are, and “Of tomorrow” is about everything
“Palace”
we do. The fact that we respect our heritage but also hire
a new chef like Jean Imbert brings a touch of novelty and
youthfulness, this touch of modernity. All of our actions pay

”

respect to our heritage but also look to the future.

Perhaps nothing sums up the Palace of Tomorrow more than a
moderne brunch in the audacious dining room, a dripping, crystal
forest of chandeliers reflected in space-age steel sofa backs — @
camilacoelho is a big fan during #pfw. The effect is stunning and
totally haute couture. It’s the best place in the city to admire
surreptitiously the skirt and shoes you may have acquired quite
recently at Chanel, Gucci, Louis Vuitton, Prada — or Dior, of

The Royal Suite, Plaza Athénée, Paris. Photo Credit: Dorchester Collection

course — just a few steps along the half-kilometre catwalk known as
Avenue Montaigne.

WORDS
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WITH FLORENCE LEUNG
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MATERIAL WORLDS

O
bjects
of Desire
R yan's

W

elcome to Objects of Desire, my
personal journey to find truly
exquisite and compelling creations.

In this edition, I’m thinking about fall and early
winter, when light and warmth are what we crave.

@lightninglaurin

LIgne
Roset
LIGNE ROSET TOGO SOFA
Deep in rural France, by the banks of the Rhone, Ligne Roset
have been making furniture for generations. But their designs
are not stuck in time — far from it. Every time I sit down on the
Togo sofa, I am simply blown away that this was designed back
in 1973 by Michel Ducaroy. The Togo takes upholstery to new
levels. To me, it’s a sculptural art form, as well as being one of
French designer Michel Ducaroy was inspired by a toothpaste tube to create the squishy Togo sofa.
Photo Credit: Ligne Roset

the most comfortable chairs I’ve ever snoozed on!
ligne-roset.com
@ligneroset
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BLACKSAW PEYOTE BABY ALPACA THROW
Steph and Kyle Taylor at Blacksaw say that their baby Alpaca is
‘as warm as the desert sun.’ On a rainy day in Van, that sounds like
heaven to me. I love the primitive aesthetic of these magical designs
— in fact, you can use these blankets as wall coverings. My personal
favourite is the Peyote Reversible Throw in black and ivory, with its
striking rattlesnake motif. Wrapping yourself in a sustainable weave
of summer sun on a winter’s day — it doesn’t get any better.
blacksaw.co
@blacksaw.co

Blacksaw

Blacksaw work with partners in South America to conserve local alpaca populations.
Photo Credit: Blacksaw
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Bocci 100: molten glass bubbles are mashed together to create a unique form.
Photo Credit: Bocci

BoccI

THE 100 SERIES FROM BOCCI
Light transforms space. That’s always been my mantra in real estate.
So I’ve long been a fan of Omer Arbel’s work with Bocci. His latest
collection, called the 100 Series, creates truly unique glass forms by
welding together handmade bubbles. The result is an unpredictable
supernova of a lightsource. You can have clear and grey in
combination, in surface mount, table light or pendant. My personal
favourite is the clear, frosted multiple chandelier.
bocci.com
@bocci
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LX TURNTABLE BY LA BOITE
My musical tastes are all over the map: from AC/DC and Metallica
to ELO and Rachmaninoff. But I like consistency and quality in the
tone from my hi-fi — and I also insist that it looks good. If, like me,
you are also a connoisseur of the exceptional sound that can only
be got from vinyl recordings, you need to check out the
LX Turntable. This is a beautiful piece of furniture that also
happens to be an audiophile’s waking dream.
laboiteconcept.com
@la_boite_concept

La BoIte

The LX turntable by La Boite is a must for lovers of vinyl.
Photo Credit: La Boite
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FASHION

FOLLOW
YOUR NOSE …
TO THE CAPITAL
OF PERFUME
Create your own
heavenly scent

W

e are, as humans, prone to the tyranny of the eye. We
gaze upon our screens for hours in the day. We consider
ourselves in the mirror — and offer ourselves as mirrors

to the world. We read magazines and books. We study art on walls.
Our eyes tell us where to look.
What if we rebelled against this tyrant, to devote more time to other
senses? Three seductive candidates now vie for our attention — we
are beguiled by sound, with our favourite recordings, enchanted by
wines, cocktails and fine dining, enraptured by high thread count
cotton, and sheer silk.

Jean de Galimard supplied Louis XV’s court with olive oil, pomades and perfumes.
Photo Credit: Galimard

And yet, there is one we know least that we might love best.
Stimulus invisible but irresistible. Just a few parts per million can
transport us to our childhood, conjure up a distant loved one, or
serve up a banquet where there is no food.
We propose a vacation from four senses to spend time with The
One: smell.

x Grasse
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Studio des Fragrances. Photo Credit: Galimard
The raw ingredients of fragrances need to be carefully balanced
Photo Credit: Galimard

“MUSK, AMBER,
JASMINE, ROSE,
OR WOOD: IN
THE LAND OF
SCENTS, THE
PERFUMER, ALSO
KNOWN AS “THE
NOSE”, IS KING.”

Drive just 15km from Cannes to Grasse — the world capital of
perfume. There are no less than 30 factories here gathering tonnes
upon tonnes of flower petals and other precious materials to fuel
our appetite for all things olfactory. The industry grew from the
17th and 18th century vogue for perfumed gloves; today the gloves
are gone but the scent remains.
You can tour the museum and many of the factories. We
recommend a trip to Parfumerie Galimard, founded back in 1747
to supply heavenly mixtures to the court of Louis XV of France.
Delphine Roux, a member of the Galimard family, explains that the
real royalty of perfume today are known as ‘noses’:

 amber, jasmine, rose, or wood: in the land of scents,
“Musk,
the perfumer, also known as “the nose”, is king. They know
thousands of scents and are able to analyze the fragrance of a
product and attest to its quality. After years of practice, once
they have identified and memorized the basic raw materials
that go into perfume composition, they are eligible to become
a designer, combining scents the way a composer combines
notes of music.

”

As an amateur, you can take a one, two or three-day program with
an experienced perfumer like Caroline de Boutiny. Working with

- DELPHINE ROUX

her, you’ll learn the genealogy of perfumes, how our olfactory system
processes smell, formulate your own fragrance and arrange for it to
be made and bottled!

You.
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TARSIE JACKS

ESCAPES

THE WONDER
OF THE WHITE
STUFF

WhItecap

Whitecap Alpine is the
luxe lodge of your dreams

H

AlpIne

x

ayden Robbins is a connoisseur of the hexagonal

The special conditions at Whitecap, where the moist Pacific air hits

miracles we call snowflakes. Why? Because this fully

the cold of the interior, create a delicate powder that gives deep,

accredited backcountry guide lives and works part of the

deep light snow.

year in a real-life snow globe where the finest powder conditions

t’s one of my favourite places in the world to ski — and I’ve
“Iskied
Norway, Japan and all over BC. Northeast of Pemberton,

hold sway all winter long. North of Whistler, in the rugged heart of
the Coastal Range, Hayden is ready to welcome his guests as they

we get the snowfall you get in Whistler but it’s a little bit colder

disembark to explore one of the world’s finest backcountry bowls

so we don’t get heavy snow. It stays lighter. If it’s sunny we’ll do

for three or four days.

some Alpine skiing — really large Alpine bowls. If the weather

Whitecap Alpine Lodge is remote. In summer, it’ll take you days to

starts to turn, we ski in the trees where we get great visibility,

hike in. When the white stuff hits, you need to come by chopper.

well-spaced trees which is unique for the coast.

”

“This time of year (November), it’s been snowing for a while up
here. By December, it’s a full winter wonderland! Deep, deep snow.

ThIs guy really

December and January is what we call storm skiing — skiing in the
trees, very cold, great conditions. So we have the fire in the lodge
blazing, cranking hot!” enthuses Hayden. When it comes to snow,

really knows hIs, snow
.

Hayden is like a kid in a candy store. And this is one big candy store.
help people go beyond what they think they can do. We
“We
measure in vertical metres — 1200 metres is a good average.

Backcountry skiing means you need skins for your skis so you can

That’s about 10 to 15km horizontal travel in one day. You’ll

go uphill, and special bindings to allow for more movement of your

”

spend around six hours out here.

feet while climbing. And, of course, you’ll need an avalanche shovel,
probe and transceiver. You’ll also need a 30L backpack to carry the
delicious snacks and lunches prepped by the lodge chef! But the
most important piece of kit you need, according to Hayden, is your
attitude. This isn’t your run-of-the-mill downhill experience.
If you are a solid blue to black downhill skier — and have an open
mind — you’ll have the trip of a lifetime at Whitecap. Hayden will
arrange all your equipment and training needs and keep you safe.
The luxe lodge prepares first breakfasts, and second breakfasts, and
lunch, and dinner and dessert. Essentially, you will never go hungry
no matter how many calories you burn.
If you want to ski Whitecap, you’ll need to reserve it way in advance.
To book out the lodge exclusively, you’ll need 13 people but Hayden
suggests a smaller group is best.

Inside the cosy lodge. Photo Credit: Angela Percival

six friends, we always have two guides, you
“Ifcanyouhavecanonefindguide
to yourself. You can have your own private

WORDS

”

ski experience.

@yyc_paragraphica
TARSIE JACKS
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Whitecap Lodge is inaccessible in winter except by helicopter. Photo Credit: Matt Bruhns

“IT’S ONE OF MY FAVOURITE PLACES IN THE WORLD
TO SKI — AND I’VE SKIED NORWAY, JAPAN AND ALL
OVER BC. NORTHEAST OF PEMBERTON, WE GET
THE SNOWFALL YOU GET IN WHISTLER BUT IT’S A
LITTLE BIT COLDER SO WE DON’T GET HEAVY SNOW.
IT STAYS LIGHTER. IF IT’S SUNNY WE’LL DO SOME
ALPINE SKIING — REALLY LARGE ALPINE BOWLS.
IF THE WEATHER STARTS TO TURN, WE SKI IN THE
TREES WHERE WE GET GREAT VISIBILITY, WELLSPACED TREES WHICH IS UNIQUE FOR THE COAST.”

Whitecap Alpine seeks out deep ‘pow’ for guests.
Photo Credit: Matt Bruhns
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F&B

OODLES OF
NOODLES

Felix Zhou’s world is thin,
thick, flat, and round

32

N

oodles: a delicious breakfast or a fine dining dish on
menus from east to west. Chef Felix Zhou of Bread X
Butter Café, classically trained in Europe, whips up fusion

udon dishes as part of his Vancouver café’s menu. He shared his
haute noodle culture with us.

WHAT’S YOUR FIRST MEMORY OF NOODLES?

The ones my grandma used to make in the province of Hunan –
noodles in tomato and egg broth.
WHAT’S THE FIRST TRADITIONAL NOODLE DISH THAT COMES TO MIND?

Dan Dan noodle. I think it’s because Dan Dan is cheap and easy
to make – with minced meat, vegetables, and black bean sauce —
so it’s quite a common noodle dish that has been adopted and
adapted by different countries. There’s a Korean, Chinese, Japanese
version … maybe many other variations as well. In Japan they use a
sesame sauce, in China peanuts. I think all noodles at the end of the
day reflect on the region and culture of the city.
YOU HAVE TRIED NOODLES AROUND THE WORLD – WHAT ARE SOME
KEY DIFFERENCES?

I think execution and ingredients and culture. In Italy, not all pastas
have a sauce, sometimes it’s just a little simple olive oil or oil-based
sauces like pesto. In Chinese culture, you can boil, stew, stir fry…
noodles are so versatile. Although one similarity is that the classics
in different cultures usually use just a few ingredients, maybe three
or four. Like Beef Chow Fun that’s popular in Cantonese culture —
there’s beef slices, rice noodles, beansprouts and Chinese chives.
DO YOU SEE CHEFS ACROSS CANADA CREATING DIFFERENT DISHES
WITH NOODLES?

Photo Credit: Juno Kim

I would say noodles are the easiest ingredient to interpret in

FELIX ZHOU

your own way. We have an abundance of fresh, local, farm-to-table

Owner of Bread X Butter Café, 925 West Georgia St

ingredients in every province here in Canada and that is what would
make a noodle dish unique and local to a region. So the appearance
of a noodle dish might not look that different, but you would get to
Felix Zhou started his culinary journey at West Restaurant
under the tutelage of critically acclaimed chefs David
Hawksworth and Warren Geraghty. He further honed his skills
in his next role at the Shangri-La Hotel’s MARKET by JeanGeorge, and in 2012 jetted off to London to pursue his next
culinary adventure. There, Felix joined the team at Michelinstarred Galvin La Chapelle — a bastion of modern French
cuisine — and then sharpened his foraging skills at Roganic,
a pop-up restaurant in Marylebone dreamed up by Michelinstarred Chef Simon Rogan.

taste local ingredients and flavour. For example, here in Vancouver we
have locally foraged wild mushrooms that I use in my udon dishes.
YOU SAY THAT NOODLES ARE AN EASY INGREDIENT TO INTERPRET AND
MAKE YOUR OWN BUT IS THERE A NOODLE DISH THAT IS ESPECIALLY
DIFFICULT TO MASTER?

If I had to point to a type of noodle that’s tough to cook, I think
stuffed pastas/noodles because there are more steps to getting it
right. Not only are you counting on getting the timing right to

Now, back in Vancouver as chef at Bread x Butter Cafe, Felix
brings the rich experiences drawn from his travels and chefs
he has worked alongside throughout his storied career. His
ever-evolving menu prioritizes locally sourced ingredients
and freshly caught seafood, keeping flavours pure.

perfectly cook the pasta but you also need to be mindful of what
you fill the pasta with, such as meat, seafood, or vegetables; once you
change the mix of ingredients you will need to adjust.
HAVE YOU COME ACROSS ANY INVENTIVE NOODLE DISHES RECENTLY?

breadxbuttercafe.com

Funny enough, I recently saw online someone make noodles out of

@breadxbuttercafe

prawns. You chop up the prawn and mince it, add egg whites and
then pipe it into boiling hot water; then you cook it and shock it in
ice water to create the noodle.
WHAT’S YOUR GO-TO NOODLE?

It’s got to be pho noodles. The broth has both sweet and savoury

Picture centre left: Truffle Mushroom Udon made with cultivated mushrooms
sauteed with housemade truffle butter, onsen egg, green onions and lemon. The
dish combines French and Japanese flavours.
Photo Credit: Felix Zhou

flavours in it yet it’s still light so you feel like you can eat more.
This interview has been edited and condensed for clarity.
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WELLNESS

TRAVEL IS ALL
IN THE MIND

Golden Door has been attracting the rich and famous from Hollywood since 1958. Photo Credit: Healing Hotels

T

Real healing begins
when we leave
everything behind

here was a time when a vacation was just that — empty
days that could be filled with beautiful beaches or
sightseeing checklists. A slight pause in our lives … and then

we jumped right back to where we left off. In fact, thanks to our
phones, few people even achieved that hoped-for hiatus.
Nowadays, texts, posts, emails and calls pursue us wherever we
go so that vacations can feel like work by any other name. A new
movement in the hospitality world is asking us to take the road less
travelled next time we book our annual leave — they are suggesting
that we actively heal our minds and bodies rather than merely
stepping off the treadmill.
The breakthrough insight for the cofounder of Healing Hotels, Anne
Biging, is that we can never get away from our own selves. When we
pack our suitcases, we are bringing so much invisible baggage with us.
To have a truly healing experience, we need to find ways to connect
with our deepest needs and leave everything else behind.

34

Lighthouse Park, West Vancouver, Canada - James Wheeler unsplash.com/@souvenirpixels

“FIFTEEN YEARS AGO, WE FOUNDED

“Fifteen years ago, we founded Healing Hotels of the World with the
vision to combine healing and hospitality, enabling travel guests to

HEALING HOTELS OF THE WORLD WITH

become whole in body, mind and soul. Since then, with 90+ partner
hotels around the globe, we have been bringing this vision to life.

THE VISION TO COMBINE HEALING AND

The world needs healing,” says Anne Biging CEO and Co-Founder,
Healing Hotels of the World

HOSPITALITY, ENABLING TRAVEL GUESTS

At Healing Hotels, there’s no single magic formula. Instead, a broad

TO BECOME WHOLE IN BODY, MIND AND

range of approaches is on offer: fasting, Ayurvedic detox, yoga,

SOUL. SINCE THEN, WITH 90+ PARTNER

lifestyle coaching, weight loss, sound and sleep therapy. The best way
to find out what works for you is to speak to a Healing Concierge
who can help you to choose the best option.

HOTELS AROUND THE GLOBE, WE HAVE

Haute looked into three very different experiences that show the

BEEN BRINGING THIS VISION TO LIFE. THE

choice of healing hospitality available around the world.

WORLD NEEDS HEALING.”
Le Monastère des Augustines, Quebec City where heritage meets simplicity. Photo Credit: Healing Hotels

The first Augustinians came to Quebec in 1639.
Photo Credit: Healing Hotels

/

Le Monastere des Augustines
MINDFULNESS IN A MONASTERY
Quebec City is steeped in history. But we often experience it as a
mere observer. At Le Monastère des Augustines we are immersed in
the past in a way that seems to wash away our modern cares. The
first change you will notice is the silence — peace and quiet at Le
Monastère feel as solid as Quebec’s city walls. In this atmosphere of
safety and security, stress just melts away.
Living in the former cloister of North America’s first hospital, it’s

x

easy to feel your spiritual strength return with help from a mindful
menu, massage therapies and an in-house apothecary. You can choose
either an authentic monastic room with antique furniture, or a more
contemporary space — either way, you’ll connect with a centuries-old
commitment to personal growth.
35
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Golden Door helps guests commune with nature
Photo Credit: Healing Hotels

Haveli is a traditional Mughal manor house
Photo Credit : Healing Hotels

x

The Golden Door

Vedaaranya HavelI

REWILDING THE MIND

MIND MUSIC

Out in the old ranchlands between the Pacific coast and the Mesa

The spa at Vedaaranya Haveli combines the power of music with a

Grande lies The Golden Door, inspired by the ancient Japanese

distinctively Indian approach to health and wellness. Vibrational

inns known as ryokan. Voted #1 Spa in the World by Condé Nast,

healer Dr Shruti Nada Poddar has created Nada Vibronics, a

‘the Door’ — as its guests come to know it — has been a haven for

sound therapy designed to de-stress and reinvigorate the mind.

Hollywood stars for decades.

As might be expected in the heart of Rajastahn, the cuisine is
entirely vegetarian, with vegan options. The culture of the region

Set in 600 acres of native hills, meadow and citrus groves, the Door

permeates your stay, with Yogic and Ayurvedic experts on hand at

encourages guests to allow their minds to wander free from the

all times, and unique experiences such as folk dancing with local

restrictions of modernity, with only 40 guests on site at any time.

performers and musicians.

Water is integral to the experience, with a retro sauna, steam room
and Jacuzzi, two swimming pools, and a Watsu (water-shiatsu)

Just 10 charming rooms, lavishly painted with frescoes by regional

therapy pool. Everything is personalized from garden-to-table

artists and craftspeople, the haveli is a traditional mansion

meal plans to hikes, workouts and mindfulness sessions. The Zen-

house from the days of the Mughal Empire. Each room is highly

like atmosphere extends to the rooms which are single-occupancy,

distinctive, opening out onto a traditional courtyard bathed in

adults-only temples of contemplation.

sunlight but with deep shade on all sides. The haveli is a perfect,
human-scale introduction to the complex and sophisticated healing
practices of India’s multicultural heritage.
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SPORTS

THE
GREAT
HILL OF
CHINA
Yanqing is calling ...

x

YanqIng

75 KM NORTHWEST OF BEIJING
IS YANQING — HOT SPRINGS,

W

ith the Beijing Winter Olympics just around the corner,

NATIONAL PARKS, SKI RESORTS,

Haute caught up with two Canadian downhill hopefuls
during some downtime in their training schedules.

AND THE BADALING SECTION OF

Brodie Seger, from the North Shore, and Broderick Thompson, from
Whistler, spoke to Haute’s winter sports correspondent Jamie Clarke

THE GREAT WALL. YANQING’S

about their upcoming Olympic adventure.

OLYMPIC VENUES WILL STAGE THE
ALPINE SKIING EVENTS AS WELL
BOBSLED, LUGE, AND SKELETON.

Yanqing Qu, Beijing Shi, China - Harry Jing unsplash.com/@harryrryrry

Haute’s winter sports correspondent Jamie Clarke climbing Everest
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BrodIe Seger
JC: BRODIE, YOU’VE BEEN TRAINING ON GLACIERS DURING THE
SUMMER TO GET SOME FAST SNOW AND YOU WERE DESCRIBING YOUR
EARLY MORNING COMMUTE. TELL US ABOUT THAT.

JC: WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE OLYMPIC DOWNHILL COURSE
AT YANQING?

BS: Yeah, it’s a bit of a commute! The early morning load at Saas-

steep! I’ve heard it’s been carved out of the mountain and cut

Fee [in Switzerland] starts at about 6:20am on a tram that goes all

through the trees. The second half of the course goes into a ravine

the way up to just below the glacier. Then you go through a tunnel

and gets kinda dark. Most of what I’ve heard tells me it’s pretty

and get onto a train to the top. We were getting up at 5am in pitch

gnarly. But that excites me! I think it plays to the strengths of my

black and cramming into a tram. But you get a lot of beautiful

skill set and having a venue that’s brand new to everyone — it

mornings up there when the sun rises. You see the sun come up and

means anything can happen.

BS: It’s definitely going to be technical — a few parts are quite

think — I shouldn’t complain too much.
JC: WHAT’S YOUR FAVE PIECE OF GEAR? ANY RECOMMENDATIONS?
JC: HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN THE SPORT?

BS: I love my Fitline daily nutrition products and my Atomic

BS: It starts as a passion for skiing. At 9 or 10 I had success off the

skis. I couldn’t live without Bollé goggles with Phantom lens

bat in racing, and it snowballed into all this. Here we are!

technology. They really help with depth perception when you’re
moving at high speed.

JC: WHAT’S YOUR GUT FEEL ABOUT MAKING THE OLYMPIC TEAM?

BS: It’s funny in our sport. There’s not one Olympic trial event

@brodieseger

where you might qualify. Nothing is a given and there’s no

alpinecanada.org/team/brodie-seger

announcement until right before the Olympics. We have the
opportunity to qualify in every race and we’re racing just a few
weeks before we depart for China. Nothing is a given and I’m going
to treat it that way and I’ve gotta stay hungry, I’m still quite focused
on the goals I have in the World Cup level. I just managed to break
into the Top 30 in SuperG last year. I haven’t quite made it in
downhill yet but that’s a huge goal for me.
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BroderIck Thompson
JC: BRODERICK, HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN THE SPORT?

JC: WHAT ARE YOUR AMBITIONS FOR BEIJING?

BT: I have a kindergarten drawing of myself winning an Olympic

BT: Because it’s a new run and a new track, and everyone is seeing

medal … but in figure skating, which is the funny part. I started

it for the first time, it’s a great opportunity for us as Canadians.

skating when I was three or four years old. I had plans from a young

We don’t get to see European hills as much, so when the Olympics

age to be a ski racer. But you don’t start until you’re 11 or 12. Being

are in Europe the more experienced skiers have an advantage. In

from Whistler, skiing was the natural path.

Beijing, anything is possible. I’m skiing fast. If I can do my best the
results will be there. If you can get inside the top 10, top 15, the

JC: HOW DID SKATING MAKE YOU A BETTER SKIER?

podium is definitely within reach.

BT: The edging for sure. Giving energy in the blades to propel
yourself forward. I put on the long skis and I’m still very good with

JC: WAS CHINA ON YOUR BUCKET LIST?

edging, and skating input a lot of that flow which is what people see

BT: I’m excited to go to China. Definitely on the bucket list. The

in my style. I was really bad at the artistic side of skating!

Great Wall is something I’m interested in walking on. I like old
history and seeing that is really interesting to me. I’ve watched a lot

JC: HAVE YOU QUALIFIED FOR BEIJING?

of cooking shows over the years. So Peking Duck is on the list.

BT: I still need to qualify. Our first race is Lake Louise and you need
to have Top 30 results in the World Cup. I feel really good where my

JC: FAVE GEAR FOR THE TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN IN BEIJING?

skiing is since my injury. Been back in the Top 30 for the last few

BT: The Helly Hansen layering system — everything just works so

races. Nothing is for sure.

well together from the ski socks to the puffy jackets. You can kit
yourself out in Helly Hansen. Even if you’re not going skiing, it’s
nice to be warm!
@brodthompson
alpinecanada.org/team/broderick-thompson
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JAMIE CLARKE

IWC PILOT.
ENGINEERED FOR
ORIGINALS.

Big Pilot's Watch 43. Ref. 3293:

presence on your wrist with unprecedented

The functional design with its easy-to-read

comfort. The IWC-manufactured 82100 calibre,

dial and distinctive cone-shaped crown has

sapphire cr ystal back, and EasX-CHANGE

ensured the Big Pilot’s Watch of its iconic

rapid strap replacement system are further fea-

status. Now, for the first time, it is available in

tures of this enormously versatile sports watch.

a 43-millimetre case that combines a striking

IWC . ENGINEERING DREAMS . SINCE 1868 .

IWC Schaffhausen, Switzerland · www.iwc.com

DOWN LOAD TH E N E W IWC APP
FOR VIRTUAL TRY- ON
IWC-manufactured 82100 calibre · Pellaton automatic
winding system · 60-hour power reserve · Central
hacking seconds · See-through sapphire-glass back ·
Water-resistant 10 bar · Diameter 43 mm · Stainless steel

